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Abstract

Before it makes sense to embark upon e-commerce sys-
tems development, first the commercial and technical fea-
sibility of an e-business idea must be established. To this
end, we describe how needs and interests of various types of
stakeholders can be expressed by different viewpoint mod-
els. We propose an extension of so-called use case maps
(UCMs) to e-business requirements engineering, as a sce-
nario method to achieve the necessary viewpoint integra-
tion. Furthermore, we show how this scenario method is
employed in an iteratively progressing ‘spiral’ process of
e-business requirements elicitation and analysis. Our ap-
proach is practically illustrated by an e-business case study
in electronic advertising.

1 Introduction

Innovative e-business projects are characterized by short
but intensive system development efforts, due to the re-
quired quick time to market. In a short time frame, not
only a system design, but also a new e-business idea has
to be designed. To enable a fast and focused development
track, it is important for stakeholders to build up confidence
in the feasibility of the business idea as soon as possible. In
particular, the following questions should be answered:

1. Is the e-business idea at hand expected to be profitable
for each actor involved?

2. Are the supporting e-business information systems
technically feasible?

If, and only if, these questions can be answered positively,
it is worthwhile to explore the requirements of a prospective
system more in depth.

To answer these questions, a quick and broad overview
of the whole e-system, that is, the business idea in terms
of services offered to customersand the supporting in-
formation systems, must be created. Therefore, in the
first phase of an innovative e-business development project,
business as well as system-oriented stakeholders should be
involved. To build and jusitify confidence in an e-business
idea for this wide range of stakeholders, we propose an ap-
proach based on multi-viewpoint requirements engineering
[9, 12, 8] in order to quickly assess the technical and the
business feasibility.

This approach exploits the mechanism ofseparation
of concerns. This is an aspect of special importance
in e-business projects, because requirement discussions
with business-oriented stakeholders (typically CxOs) and
system-oriented stakeholders (typically IT departments)
tend to interfere with each other, leading to unclear, trou-
bled, and time-consuming decisions. Separation of con-
cerns is a well-known and valid principle in IT develop-
ment, but it can easily lead to lacking integration between
the viewpoints of various stakeholders. Therefore, it is im-
portant that relations between viewpoints are made visible
and traceable.

In this paper, we present an approach to achieve this. We
propose a scenario method, based on an extension of use
case maps (UCMs) [1], to express, relate and integrate dif-
ferent stakeholder viewpoints in an iterative requirements
process. For each viewpoint we develop thesameset of
scenarios, expressed bydifferentUCMs tied to that partic-
ular viewpoint. By developing the same scenarios for each
viewpoint, different requirement viewpoint models emerge
as a single integrated and traceable set of requirements. This
scenario-based multi-viewpoint approach is part of oure3-
valueTMmethod for developing innovative e-business infor-
mation systems [5, 4, 3].



The motivation to develop scenarios is to build better
understanding of and confidence in the viability of an e-
business idea. We do so by presenting‘profit sheets’and
‘cost sheets’for each actor that are derived from the men-
tioned scenarios. The major objective of these sheets is to
justify stakeholder confidence in the commercial and tech-
nical feasibility of a business idea, and not so much to ob-
tain precise estimates of expected benefits. In fact, in the
early requirements stages of innovative e-business projects,
the former is much more important (and realistic) than the
latter.

This paper introduces in Sec. 2 oure3-valueframework,
presents three important e-business viewpoints, and gives
an outline of the UCM scenario method. In Sec. 3, we
describe our approach and illustrate it by one of the practi-
cal e-business projects we have been carrying out. Sec. 4
presents conclusions and lessons learnt.

2 Thee3-valueFramework

2.1 Viewpoints in Innovative e-Business Require-
ments Engineering

To facilitate separation of concerns, we distinguish three
requirement viewpoints, which are based on important
groups of stakeholders that participate in the requirements
engineering process. We only briefly discuss these view-
points, as a more detailed report has appeared in [5].

Business Value Viewpoint.The business value viewpoint
models a new,innovativeway of doing business in terms of
values exchanged between actors. To represent this view-
point, in previous work we have proposed avalue-oriented
modellingtechnique, see [5, 4, 3] and Sec. 3.3.1.

Business Process Viewpoint.The business process view-
point shows the operational fullfillment of the business
value viewpoint by means of processes and workflows. To
represent the business process viewpoint a number of ex-
isting techniques are suitable; in this paper we use Ould’s
role-based process-modelling technique [10].

System Architecture Viewpoint. The system architec-
ture viewpoint shows how the requirements captured in the
business-value and business-process viewpoints can actu-
ally be realized in an information system. For our purposes,
a system architecture will at this stage be primarily devel-
oped to assess both the technical and commercial feasibility
of a business idea. Once feasibility has been demonstrated
from a business and system architecture viewpoint, the sys-
tem architecture can be further elaborated.

2.2 Iterations in e-Business Requirements Engi-
neering

A potential pitfall in innovative e-business projects is
to follow a strict sequential ‘waterfall’ track of developing
the requirement viewpoints in detail. This may result in a
complete fine-grained business value model that however
is impossible to realize in the given business process and
system architecture environment. What is therefore needed
initially, is a coherent set ofglobal requirements for an e-
business system in which stakeholders have justifiable con-
fidence that it is feasible to implement it, and that it has an
underlying business value model showing benefits to all ac-
tors involved. Only if stakeholders agree on such a set of re-
quirements, it makes sense to further detail the requirement
viewpoints so that implementation work can commence.
For all the aforementioned viewpoints we develop (an ex-
tended version of) so-called use case maps based on the
same set of scenarios. If these scenarios are all supported by
the considered viewpoint, the business case is considered to
be technologically viable with respect tothat viewpoint. At
the same time, these scenarios are used to enhance our in-
sight in the profitability for each actor, by drafting a profit or
cost sheet per viewpoint for each actor. Such a first require-
ments engineering cycle should result in confidence that the
innovative e-business idea is technologically feasible, and
that the idea is commercially interesting for each actor in
the business value model.

2.3 Scenarios and Use Case Maps

A UCM is a visual notation to be used by humans to
understand the behavior of a system at a high level of ab-
straction [1]. It is a scenario-based approach intended to
explicate cause-effect relationships by travelling over paths
through a system.

The basic UCM notation is very simple, and consists
of three basic elements: responsibilities, paths and compo-
nents. The term component should be interpreted in a broad
sense: it may be a software component, but it can also rep-
resent a human actor or a hardware system. A simple UCM
exemplifying the basic elements is shown in Fig. 1. A path
is executed as a result of the receipt of an external stimulus.
Imagine that an execution pointer is now placed on the start
position (bullet at the top). Next, the pointer moves along
the indicated scenario path, thereby entering and leaving
components, and touching responsibility points. A respon-
sibility point represents a place where the state of a system
is affected or interrogated. The effect of touching a respon-
sibility point is not defined in the UCM itself since the con-
cept of state is not part of a UCM; typically, this effect is
described in natural language. Finally, the end position is
reached (stroke perpendicular to the scenario path) and the
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Figure 1. UCM constructs.

pointer is removed from the diagram.
In the same Fig. 1, two frequently used UCM constructs

are shown. The AND construct is used to spawn (AND-
fork) and synchronize (AND-join) multiple activities along
parallel scenario paths. The OR construct is a means to
express multiple independent scenario paths, which share
identical sub-paths, within a single diagram.

Furthermore, the UCM notation supports resources by
means of pools. A scenario in progress can only remove
a resource from a pool if one or more resources are in it,
otherwise the scenario will wait until a resource has been
stored into the pool by another scenario.

3 Viewpoints and Scenarios Illustrated by an
e-Business Case Study

3.1 The Initial e-Business Idea

The Ad Association is a company that co-ordinates more
than 150 local, world-wide located, free ad papers called
FAPs. FAPs independently produce (non-electronic) papers
with ads and serve a geographical region. The handling of
ads is as follows. A customer submits an ad to a FAP. The
FAP checks the ad (e.g. for absence of dirty language and
for style) and places the ad in its next issue. It is possible to
place an international ad. In this case, the FAP to which the
ad was submitted distributes the ad to the Ad Association,
which redistributes the ad to other FAPs (serving different
geographical regions). These other papers publish the ad
as soon as possible. In a new e-business idea, the Ad As-
sociation and FAPs want to exploit their local established
brand names to develop an internationally, Internet based,
contact ad service. The following sections show for this

business idea the first iteration in exploring the aforemen-
tioned viewpoints to build confidence in commercial and
technical feasibility. We construct one business value model
and a corresponding business process model. Subsequently,
we discuss two software architectures that both realize the
given business value and process model.

3.2 Scenarios

The first step after a statement of a business idea is to
outline the value-added services to be offered. This step
can lead to multiple, alternative, sets of services. These ser-
vices are explored with the help of scenarios, which we use
throughout the design of our viewpoints. A possible set of
scenarios for the business idea at hand is:

• A contact searcher submits an ad to a FAP, and gets a
possible contact in return. The latter means that an ad
submission increases the chance for a contact searcher
to find a contact s/he likes.

• A contact searcher queries for an ad on a website of a
FAP, reads an ad, and pays a fee to the FAP.

• The Ad Association redistributes ads from FAPs to
other FAPs, pays the originating FAP a fee, and gets
paid by the FAPs who receive the ad.

Many other sets of services are possible, for instance a
set where FAPs exchange ads on a bilateral basis (without
the Ad Association). However, due to lack of space we only
conside the former set of offerings.

3.3 Business Value Viewpoint

After an initial identification of scenarios, the next step
is to design the business value model. Besides reaching un-
derstanding between stakeholders on a first draft of the way
of doing business, a goal of developing the business value
viewpoint is to discover services, which could not be dis-
covered by making a first set of scenarios.

3.3.1 Business Value Model Constructs

Below, we briefly discuss the constructs which should be
present in a business value model; an extensive discussion
is given in [5, 6]. A general reference model for value-
oriented e-business models is depicted in Fig. 2 and the
main concepts that occur in it are summarized below.

An actor is perceived by its environment as anindependent
economic(and often also legal) entity. By performingvalue
activities(see below) actors add value, either for themselves
or for others. In a sound, viable, business modeleveryactor
is capable of adding value.
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Figure 2. Value-based reference model for e-
business models.

A value activity is performed byan actor to produce objects
of value (outputs) by adding value to other objects of value
(inputs).

A value object is a service, thing, or consumer experience
that is of value to one or more actors.

A value port is a connector, which interconnects actors or
value activities in a component-based way. Value portsoffer
or requestvalue objects.

A value interface is made up of one or more value ports,
and models the offering of an actor or value activity to its
environment. It shows the value objects an actor is willing
to exchangein return for other value objects via its ports. Its
working is based on the principle “one good turn deserves
another”: a value object always has to be exchanged in re-
turn for another value object.

A value exchangerepresents the trade of a value object be-
tween value ports. It shows which actors are willing to ex-
change objects of value with what other actors.

A value offering consists of a set of value exchanges.
Whereas value exchanges connect value ports, value offer-
ings connect value interfaces of actors. The principle of
“one good turn deserves another” is also valid for the value
offering. For each value exchange, an ‘inverse’ value ex-
change should also be present, modelling the counterpart of
an offering by the connected actor.

3.3.2 Business Value Model

Using the forementioned concepts, we present a business
value model (Fig. 3) for the business idea presented in Sec.
3.1. For brevity, the model also shows the value scenarios
(see Sec. 3.3.3). Note that in this viewpoint we only model
the exchange of objects that are ofvalueto someone and not
objects that result as I/O from a work activity (e.g. send-
ing an invoice), which are modelled in the business process
view. Also note that the business value model introduces a

new service, which is expected to be commercially viable:
checking an ad. We mention in passing that this service was
not present in the first set of scenarios. It was identified by
stakeholders later in the project, because they were forced
to think about value adding activities.

3.3.3 Business Value Scenarios

Fig. 3 shows the UCM paths for each of the three scenarios
identified above, plus the checking scenario. A UCM path
is constructed by concatenating value offerings that cause
each other.

Our value scenarios differ from the UCM method spec-
ified in [1]. The main difference is that Buhr supposes a
time-ordering on a scenario path, while we only assume
causal relations. A business value model only states what
is exchanged for what; no time-ordering is assumed. Our
experience is that time-ordering issues tend to give a wrong
focus in the discussion of the e-business model; stakehold-
ers are primarily interested inwho is doingwhat for whom
and in the resulting revenues and costs. Because our sce-
nario paths do not indicate time-ordering we have no sce-
nario start- and endpoint as is normally the case in UCMs,
but we have scenariodelimitersinstead.

For the scenariosubmit ad, paths 1 and 2 model a sub-
mitted ad, which is accepted and published on one or more
website of FAPs, while paths 3 and 4 model a submitted ad
which is rejected. Note that a rejected ad does not result
in possible-contactnor ad-placementvalue offerings. The
only offering that occurs is thecheck adoffering.

On scenario paths,responsibility pointsare superim-
posed. We use these points to model changes in theprofit
sheetof an actor as a result of executing a scenario path.
Changes in a profit sheet are caused by exchanges of values
between actors via their value interfaces. Therefore, value
interfaces are responsibility points by definition in a value
model. If we can estimate the number of times a scenario
path is executed, and we have all possible paths, we have a
basic idea about the profitability of the business idea for a
specific actor.

3.3.4 Profitability

For the scenariosubmit adwe derive a profit sheet forFAPi

(Table 1), which is constructed as follows.

1. Make a list of values entering and leaving the actor.
By following the scenario paths of a scenario, a list is
constructed consisting of all objects of value entering
or leaving the actor.

2. Remove the value-neutral in and out values.Some
sets of value objects, which enter or leave an actor, and
which are hard to quantify, arevalue-neutralfor an ac-
tor. This means that after the execution of that path,
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Figure 3. Business value model with UCMs for the Ad Association business idea.

the total value of objects in such a set is zero for an
actor. This is for example the case if a value object
enters the actor and leaves the actor in the same sce-
nario path. For example, consider the first scenario
path. Thesubmitted ad, checked ad, possible contact,
adto−own−publish−activity, and adto−Ad−Association

are value-neutral for actorFAPi because when the
scenario has been executed, the actor has fulfilled its
obligations, that is ensuring that an ad is published,
and this actor cannot use the ad anymore (e.g. resell it
in another scenario path), because it has been already
sold to all possible parties.

3. Estimate the value of the remaining value objects.
The value of the remaining objects is expressed in
monetary units. For value objects representing a
money-based payment, this is trivial, but valuing other
objects (such as the value of a possible contact for a
contact searcher) is more complicated, and involves
different qualities and value dimensions. In [7], a gen-
eral approach is described for valuing such objects; in
[4], we show an application of this approach to digital
content in a real-life e-business situation.

4. Calculate the profitability of scenario paths. Then,
the profitability for each scenario path is calculated by
totalizing the values of all objects entering the actor
and subtracting the values of objects leaving the actor

in that scenario path.

5. Estimate the likelihood of scenario paths.Based on
estimations or previous experiences, the likelyhood of
occurence for each scenario path of a specific scenario
is specified.

6. Calculate the expected profitability of a scenario
path. The expected value of each scenario path is cal-
culated by multiplying the likelyhood of the occurence
of the path with the profitability of the path.

7. Calculate the expected profitability of a scenario.
Finally, we totalize the expected profitability of each
scenario path in the scenario.

If we fill-in the fees in Table 1, we get a first impression
of the profitability of the business-idea. Moreover, Table 1
can be used to perform a sensitivity analysis of the prof-
itability, for instance during a workshop with actors about
the value model. However, for a more overall view on the
profitability, additional cost sheets for the business process
and information system requirements have to be developed.

3.4 Business Process Viewpoint

The e-business process viewpoint illustrates processes to
be carried out by actors, and messages interchanged be-
tween those actors, on a conceptual level. Because we gain
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Table 1. Profit sheet for FAPi for the scenario
submit ad (Business Value viewpoint)

Viewpoint Business value

Actor FAPi

Scenario Submit ad

Scenario
path

Profit

1 (60%) s1 = feedistrAdAssocation

2 (20%) s2 = feedistrAdAssociation
−

feecheckF APother

3 (15%) s3 = 0

4 (5%) s4 = −feecheckF APother

Expected
profit

p = 0.6∗s1+0.2∗s2+0.15∗s3+0.05∗s4

more insight inhow processes, necessary to create value,
are carried out, it is possible to identify major operational
costs such as costs caused by persons carrying out work.
Responsibility points indicate such costs.

3.4.1 Business Process Model

A number of techniques have been developed to model busi-
ness processes, such as UML activity diagrams with swim-
lanes to represent actors [11], or role-based process mod-
elling techniques [10]. In this paper, we choose for the lat-
ter. Ould defines arole as a set of activities that are carried
out by an actor in an organization. Anactivity is what actors
do in their roles. Between activities and thus between roles
interactionscan occur.

Fig. 4 shows a process model which explainshow the
business value model is carried out by actors. We do not
show the interactions explicitly to prevent unneccessary
cluttering of the diagram. Interactions are implicitly shown
by the UCMs.

There are no strict rules to map the business value model
onto a process model because they express different view-
points. There are, however, informal guidelines to derive a
process model from an business value model. Value activi-
ties are mapped onto roles. Value exchanges are candidates
for interactions between roles. However, value exchanges
are not the same as interactions. Value exchanges denote
things of value to (other) actors which do not always re-
sult in interactions between actors directly. Also, new in-
teractions may be introduced that do not have a counter-
part in value exchanges. For example, value exchanges re-
garding payments between value activities performed by the
same FAP need not have a counterpart in interactions. The

query asked by a contact searcher to a FAP, and the ad to be
checked, are new interactions, which are not represented in
the business value model.

3.4.2 Business Process Scenarios

In a business process model, an UCM scenario path shows
the time-sequence of messages and activities performed for
a specific scenario. The same scenarios as in the business
value model are shown, however the paths now show a se-
quence of interactions between roles. Note the synchro-
nization bar (with the N:1 indication) in thedistribute ad,
theplace adand thepublish adrole. Such a bar ‘collects’
a number of ads, say 100, and then continues the scenario
with one payment for all these 100 ads This refers to the
mechanism of aggregate payment [2]; it is much cheaper to
handle one big payment rather than a large number of small
ones.

Responsibility points indicate substantial operational
costs, for instance caused by personnel. Selecting a capa-
ble checker, checking an ad, and administrating payments
(received payments and payments done) are all tasks where
humans are involved. These points are used to fill in the
cost sheet forFAPi (Table 2). Based on estimations of
the occurence of the scenario paths, the expected costs for
the entire scenario is calculated, analogue to the process de-
scribed in Sec. 3.3.4.

Note that, although we use thesamescenarios in all our
viewpoints, the scenario paths maydiffer in structure as
well as in number for each viewpoint. This is caused by the
different modelling perspectives of requirement viewpoints.
In the business process viewpoint, scenario paths show sim-
ilarities with paths for the business value model and are de-
fined by concatenating interactions, which are numbered in
Figure 4.

Table 2. Cost sheet for FAPi for the scenario
submit ad (Business Process viewpoint)

Viewpoint Business process

Actor FAPi

Scenario Submit ad

Scenario
path

Costs

1 (60%) c1 = select-costs+ check-costs+
admin-costs/N

2 (20%) c2 = select-costs+ (2 ∗ admin-costs)/N
3 (15%) c3 = select-costs+ check-costs
4 (5%) c4 = select-costs+ admin-costs/N

Expected
costs

cbusiness−process = 0.6 ∗ c1 + 0.2 ∗ c2 +
0.15 ∗ c3 + 0.05 ∗ c4
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Figure 4. Business process model for the Ad Association business idea.

3.5 System Architecture Viewpoint

3.5.1 System Architecture

Two candidate system architectures will be presented for
the Ad Association case. Both are based on a 3-tier archi-
tectural style in which a system is decomposed into three
components: (1) the database, (2) the business logic, and
(3) the user interface. This division reflects the principle of
separation of concerns: a component should be responsible
for one task only. Adhering to this principle minimizes the
impact of change of one component on other ones. In ad-
dition, a 3-tier architectural style caters for distributedness
and scalability. All of these are important quality attributes
in e-business systems.

The following two architectural variations have been de-
signed: (1) a decentralized database (Fig. 5) and (2) a cen-
tralized database (Fig. 6). In the first alternative, each FAP
maintains its own database of ads that are offered to its
readers, and sends its ads to the Ad Association for further
distribution. In the second alternative, the Ad Association
maintains the database of all ads for all readers centrally. A
reader sends a request for an ad via the website of a local
FAP, but this FAP will forward the request to the Ad Asso-
ciation.

3.5.2 System Architecture Scenarios

We will now evaluate the two achitectural solutionswith
respect to the variation centralized versus decentralized
database. We neglect network costs, because the current
tendency is that these are much cheaper then database or
message server costs. The database server costs comprise
all costs for having a local or central database server. For the
decentralised scenario, we assume a message server (e.g.,
an SMTP server), which incurs costs. All these costs are
accounted for on a per scenario basis. This means that no
fixed costs exists, as these are allocated to each individual
execution of a scenario, based on the expected number of
executions per time-frame. Note that the database server(s)
and the message server are not part of the business value
and process model, so their impact on the costs cannot be
assessed by evaluating a business value or process model in
isolation.

Table 3 and Table 4 show costs for the scenariosubmit ad
for all actors (except contact searchers). For thesubmit ad
scenario, 4 paths can be identified (paths 1,2 for ads which
are published and locally or remotely checked, paths 3,4 for
ads which are rejected and locally or remotely checked).

3.6 Profitability and Feasibility

We have performed the first cycle of our proposed re-
quirements engineering process for innovative e-business
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Figure 5. A decentralized architecture.

Figure 6. A centralized architecture.
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Table 3. Cost sheet for the decentralized vari-
ant (System Architecture viewpoint)
Viewpoint System architecture (decentralized)

Actor FAPi FAPother Ad Asso-
ciation

Scenario Submit ad (Costs)

1 (60%) decentr-
dbase

0 0

2 (20%) decentr-
dbase

0 0

3 (15%) 0 0 0
4 (5%) 0 0 0
Scenario Distribute ad (Costs)

1
(100%)

0 decentr-
dbase

message
server

Scenario Read ad (Costs)

1
(100%)

0 decentr-
dbase

0

information systems to be able to answer the questions
whether the business idea at hand is profitable and feasible.

A first positive idea about the technical feasilibility has
been given by outlining a business process model and
two system architectures for the service-based scenario set,
which support all the identified scenarios.

Confidence building in commercial viabilibility is much
more complicated. This process is performed as follows.

1. Estimate scenario frequency.For each scenario, esti-
mate the number of times a scenario occurs in a given
period (say a month).

2. Identify requirement sets. Requirement sets are
formed by all meaningful combinations of system ar-
chitectures, which support the corresponding business
processes and business value models. In this paper, we
have two sets: (1) the set comprised by the business
value model, the process model, and the centralized
system architecture, and (2) the set consisting of the
same business value and process models, and the de-
centralized system architecture.

3. Estimate overall profit of a requirement set for each
actor.

(a) Estimate profit/costs per viewpoint per scenario
occurrence.Estimate, per scenario and per view-
point , the profit/costs of an actor. This pro-
cess is explained in Secs. 3.3.4, 3.4.2, and 3.5.2.
The overall estimate should take in account the
insight in the scenario’s profit and cost factors,
which is obtained fromall three requirement

Table 4. Cost sheet for the centralized variant
(System Architecture viewpoint)
Viewpoint System architecture (centralized)

Actor FAPi FAPother Ad Asso-
ciation

Scenario Submit ad (Costs)

1 (60%) 0 0 central
dbase

2 (20%) 0 0 central
dbase

3 (15%) 0 0 0
4 (5%) 0 0 0
Scenario Distribute ad (Costs)

1
(100%)

0 0 0

Scenario Read ad (Costs)

1
(100%)

0 0 central
dbase

viewpoints. For example, for the centralized vari-
ant, database costs for FAPs are likely to be lower
than in the decentralized variant, but the redistri-
bution fee may be higher due to a database, which
has to be exploited by the Ad Association.

(b) Calculate expected profit/costs per scenario oc-
currence.For each scenario, an actor is involved
in, totalize the profits found for each viewpoint
in the previous step.

(c) Calculate total expected profit for an actor.Cal-
culate the total profit for an actor, by, for each
scenario, multiplying the number of times a sce-
nario occurs with the profit of a scenario oc-
curence, and by totalizing all these products for
scenarios performed by the actor.

Note that we must aggregate profits/costs of each view-
point on thescenariolevel and not on thescenario path
level. Scenarios are conceptually the same for each view-
point, but it is possible that viewpoints contain different
numbers of scenariopathsfor the same conceptual scenario.

4 Conclusions and Lessons Learned

The key point of this paper is that in a first stage of
requirements engineering for innovative e-business ideas,
quick justification is needed concerning the commercial vi-
ability of the initial idea as well as its technical feasibility,
before starting an in-depth requirement engineerings track.

To this end, we have proposed a scenario method that
exploits separation of concerns to facilitate a clear discus-
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sion with a wide range of stakeholders. In our approach,
scenarios play two roles: (1) estimation of profits and costs
in each viewpoint to determine overall profitability, and (2)
integration of separately developed viewpoints.

Our approach is unique in the sense that we deal in an
integratedway with requirements related to business pro-
cesses, system architecture,andbusiness value networks of
actors. The advantage of this is that innovative forms of do-
ing e-business are designed in a way coherent with business
process and information systems.

We have presented a first design cycle which aims at as-
sessing the commercial and technical feasibility of the e-
business idea. In this cycle, we develop first a requirements
viewpoint which described CxO-level requirements and es-
sentially showswho is offeringwhat to whomand expects
what in return. Second, we identify requirements regarding
how a value model should be operationalized in terms of
multi-actor business processes. Third, we develop (alterna-
tive) system architectures supporting the business value and
process models.

For each requirement viewpoint, we identify thesame
set of scenarios, expressed bydifferent, in structure as well
as in quantity, scenario paths. Exploration of these paths
lead to profit and costs sheets for scenarios, carried out by
actors, for a specific viewpoint. If we estimate profit and
cost factors in these scenario paths, and totalize them, we
get a good impression of the profitability of the business
idea for each actor.

Our experience in applying this method in a number of
e-business projects, is that stakeholders are not seeking for
an exact, precise quantification of profits and costs in a first
stage of requirements gathering. However, theyare inter-
ested in identifying dominant profit and cost drivers, and
in reasoning about these drivers when investigating design
alternatives, at an early stage.
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